91.305 Assignment 3: 68HC11 Beep Lab

ASSIGNMENT 3:

68HC11 Beep Lab

Introduction
In this assignment, you will:
• Analyze the timing of a program that makes a beep, calculating the precise frequency of
oscillation.
• Use an oscilloscope in the lab to measure the oscillation and confirm your analysis.
• Modify the program to generate a different, specific frequency.
• Connect a photocell to your HC11, generate tones based on light levels, and analyzing the
result.
Assignment Summary
Following is a synopsis of what you are to turn in for this assignment.
A. A written analysis of beep2.s, explaining what frequency it generates and why.
B. A screen snapshot from one of the lab oscilloscopes that shows the beep2.s output.
C. A program named beep1250.lst that generates 1250 Hz, with comments that indicate how
much time is one cycle of 1250 Hz and how many E clocks are consumed generating that
cycle.
D. Your working lightbeep.lst program that uses a subroutine call to get analog conversions,
your measurements of the highest and lowest frequencies it can generate, and an analysis of
what analog values these frequencies imply.
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PART A—COMPUTING BEEP FREQUENCY.
From the course web site, download a slightly modified program, named beep2.s. This program
creates an oscillation on the Port A4 pin:
.area SYS (ABS)
.org 0xb600
ldx #0x1000
clra
loop:
bset 0,x,#0b00010000
declp1: deca
bne declp1
bclr 0,x,#0b00010000
declp2: deca
bne declp2
bra loop

;
;
;
;
;
;
;

setup X to point at PORTA
0 into accum A
set bit 4 of PORTA
A = A - 1
if not 0, keep at it
clear bit 4
1st time here, accum A=0

The program sets up the X register as a pointer to PORTA (address 0x1000) and then uses bit
set and bit clear instructions to set and clear the beeper pin. For example, the instruction
bset 0,x,#0b00010000

sets the bit indicated at address 0 + X.
Note how pleasant it is to use the bit set and bit clear instructions! Each one replaces the
3–instruction sequences used in the previous lab (e.g., ldab 0x1000, orab #0b00010000, stab
0x1000).
But, bit set and bit clear need to use the indexed addressing mode (or the direct mode, which
won’t reach address 0x1000). Hence the use of the X register as an index/pointer.
Your task is to analyze this program and determine what is the frequency of the square wave that it
generates.
In order to do this, you need to know two things:
1. Cycle rate: how fast the does the HC11 system run?
2. Cycles per instruction: How many cycles does each instruction takes to execute?
Both of these things are known precisely.
Cycle rate. The HC11 has an 8 MHz oscillator. This is internally divided into 4 phases, resulting
in a 2 MHz cycle rate (also known as the “E clock”). The cycle rate—meaning, how much time each
cycle takes—is then 1/2,000,000 seconds. This is equal to 0.5x10-6 seconds, or 1/2 of a
microsecond (µs).
Put another way, there are 2 E clock cycles per microsecond.
Cycles per instruction. Each HC11 instruction takes a precise number of cycles to execute,
usually 2 to 7, depending on the instruction. More complex instructions, or instructions with longer
opcode sequences, will take longer to execute. But each instruction executes in a known and
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invariant number of cycles. (Note: this deterministic execution time is not a characteristic of modern
processors like the Pentium. We’ll learn why later in the class.)
In the yellow 68HC11 Reference Manual, the Instruction Set table includes the mapping from
instructions to cycles. For example, the LDX #0x1000 instruction takes 3 cycles, or 1.5
microseconds, to execute.
For this problem, analyze beep2.s and determine the frequency of tone that it generates. Your
answer should be a frequency in cycles per second (Hz), along with a justification for
how you got it.
PART B—USE THE OSCILLOSCOPE TO CONFIRM YOUR RESULT.
Assemble beep2.s and load it into your board using HC11EELoader. Then bring it into lab and
hook it up to the oscilloscope.
Find one of the three desks with a sign that says “91.305 WORKSTATION.” These desks have
oscilloscopes with a CompactFlash card and also a card reader connected to the PC on the desk.
Get a scope probe. It should be either already connected to the scope, or in one of the bins
above the desk.

Now, connect the probe to your circuit as shown above. The black alligator clip wire from the
probe goes to your circuit ground. The probe tip clamps to a wire which is then plugged into the
signal you want to measure—in this case, the piezo signal at the HC11’s pin 4.
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Connect your probe to the CH1 (channel 1) input, as in the picture above.
Next, turn on the scope. The power button is on the top panel on the left (you can’t see it in the
picture).
After the scope boots up, press the “Auto-Set” button in the upper left area of the panel. In a few
seconds, the screen should stabilize to something like what you can see in the picture above.
Information on the scope screen show show the period of the waveform as well as its frequency.
Take a screen snap of the waveform generated by the beep2 program and turn it in for
Part B of this lab. See the instructions below.
• Make sure the CompactFlash card is in the scope. It might be in the blue flash reader on the
PC; if so, pull it out and put it in the scope. (Look down at the top of the scope, on the right,
for the vertical card slot.)
• When you have the data from the beep2 program on the screen, press the round Print
button. This will save the screen to the CompactFlash.
• You will see a message at the bottom of the screen like “Saved to A:\TEK0001.TIF” when
it’s done.
• Eject the card. (Look down at the top of the scope, on the right, and press the card eject tab).
• Put the card into the triangular blue flash reader on the adjacent PC.
• Go into the E: drive, find, open, and print the corresponding file to turn in with your lab.
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PART C—GENERATING EXACTLY 1250 HZ.
Now, re-write the beep2.s program to generate precisely 1250 Hz.
Hint:
• Think about how long in time is one cycle of 1250 Hz.
• Determine how many E clock cycles fit into that much time.
• Then write your code to consume that many cycles.
Name your program beep1250.s. Assemble it and download it into your board.
Turn in your listing file beep1250.lst. The comments should include:
• your name
• how long in time is one cycle of 1250 Hz.
• how many E clock cycles make up that much time.

PART D—USING THE PHOTOCELL READING TO GENERATE VARYING TONES.
In this section, you will connect a photocell to the HC11, and use a provided subroutine to read its
value. Then you’ll use this value as the basis for the delay loop, thereby generating tones that
vary based on light readings.
First, the photocell circuit has to be constructed.
The photocell is wired in a “voltage divider” circuit as shown. The diagram on the left is the electrical
schematic; on the right is a visual wiring guide.

pin 17

The voltage divider generates an output voltage that is a function of the ratio of the two resistances
in the legs of the converter. In this instance, the photocell is in the upper leg. Its resistance
decreases with increasing light, causing a higher voltage result in this case.
Conversion Subroutine
The code below, from the file analog.s, is a subroutine that will exercise the HC11’s analog-tohttp://www.cs.uml.edu/~fredm/courses/91.305/files/hc11-beeplab.pdf
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digital converter and make a conversion of the channel 0 input. It returns the result as a value from 0
to 255 in the A register. The core functionality in the following code snippet:
bset <OPTION,X,#0x80
loop:

ldaa #0
staa ADCTL
donelp: ldaa ADCTL
bpl donelp
ldaa ADR1

; set high bit of option -> turn on A/Ds
; select channel 0
; start conversion
; if high bit set, it's done
; grab result!

Installing the Subroutine
The subroutine is targeted at address 0xb700 of the HC11’s memory. Assemble and download
the analog.s code into your HC11.
Now, your code can call the subroutine simply by executing the command
jsr 0xb700

to retrieve the converted value into the A accumulator.
The lightbeep.s Starter Code
Your task: modify the lightbeep.s code to generate tones based on how much light the photocell
receives.
You should call the analog subroutine to retrieve the analog value in accumulator A. Then use that
value as the basis of the delay loop for each half of the waveform.
Please note: you must initialize the stack pointer register (SP) to an area of HC11 RAM before
using the jsr (jump-to-subroutine) instruction!
In the HC11, the stack builds down toward low memory from high. RAM on the E1 chip goes
from 0x00 to 0x1FF, so you should initialize the stack to 0x1FF, using the following at the top of
your code:
lds #0x1FF

Analyzing the Result
After you have it working, perform the analysis with the oscilloscope:
1. What is the lowest frequency you can generate? You’ll need to connect your circuit to
the scope to measure.
2. What analog value does this correspond to? Based on cycle-counting your code, what
analog value would generate this frequency? Assume that the analog conversion subroutine
takes a fixed 30 µs (0.00003 sec, or 3 x 10-5 sec) to execute.
3. What is the highest frequency you can generate? Measure your highest frequency.
4. What analog value does this correspond to? Do a similar analysis on this.
5. Turn in your final lightbeep.lst program.
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